This article provides an overview of BIOASQ, a new competition on biomedical semantic indexing and question answering (QA). BIOASQ aims to push towards systems that will allow biomedical workers to express their information needs in natural language and that will return concise and user-understandable answers by combining information from multiple sources of different kinds, including biomedical articles, databases, and ontologies. BIOASQ encourages participants to adopt semantic indexing as a means to combine multiple information sources and to facilitate the matching of questions to answers. It also adopts a broad semantic indexing and QA architecture that subsumes current relevant approaches, even though no current system instantiates all of its components. Hence, the architecture can also be seen as our view of how relevant work from fields such as information retrieval, hierarchical classification, question answering, ontologies, and linked data can be combined, extended, and applied to biomedical question answering. BIOASQ will develop publicly available benchmarks and it will adopt and possibly refine existing evaluation measures. The evaluation infrastructure of the competition will remain publicly available beyond the end of BIOASQ.
Introduction
Question answering (QA) is one of the oldest research areas of AI and Computational Linguistics (Woods, Kaplan, and Webber 1972; Hendrix et al. 1978; Warren and Pereira 1982) . QA systems for databases were a particularly popular research topic in the 1980s and early 1990s (Copestake and Jones 1990; Androutsopoulos, Ritchie, and Thanisch 1995) . From the mid 1990s, the focus of QA research has shifted to systems that attempt to find answers in document collections or the entire Web, with the TREC QA track providing a significant thrust towards that direction (Voorhees 2001) . Unlike information retrieval systems and Web search engines, which typically return lists of relevant documents, QA systems for document collections aim to return exact answers (e.g., names, dates) or snippets (e.g., sentences) that contain the answers sought, typically by applying further processing to the user's question and the relevant documents that an information retrieval engine has returned. In recent years, QA research for document collections has been moving away from simple factoid questions (e.g., questions asking for a name) and towards more difficult questions (e.g., definition questions, like "What is thalassemia?"). This brings us to query-focused summarisation (Jurafsky and Martin 2009) , where the input is a question or topic description along with a cluster of relevant documents, and the desired output is a set of snippets jointly providing the requested information.
Most QA systems for document collections are intended to be open domain. There is a recent trend, however, to develop closed domain QA systems in domains with largescale specialised resources (e.g., subject taxonomies, ontologies), and the biomedical domain is a prime target (Zweigenbaum 2003; Molla and Vicedo 2007) . 1 The advent of the Semantic Web (Berners- Lee, Hendler, and Lassila 2001; Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, and Hall 2006) has also revived interest in QA systems for structured data, such as RDF graphs and OWL ontologies, mostly because end-users find it very difficult to understand the formal semantic underpinnings of the Semantic Web (Lopez et al. 2007; Kaufmann and Bernstein 2010; Ferrandez et al. 2011) .
Although research on biomedical QA has boomed in recent years (Athenikos and Han 2010; Cairns et al. 2011; Cao et al. 2011) , current systems focus on particular resources; for example, MedQA ) uses MeSH and the Gene Ontology only. By contrast, biomedical knowledge workers need to synthesise and filter information from multiple, extremely large and fast-growing sources. Existing search engines (e.g., PUBMED 2 , GOPUBMED 3 , EBIMED 4 ) only partially address this need. They focus on a limited range of resources (e.g., only PUBMED articles and concepts from the GENE ONTOLOGY or MESH), whereas multiple 1 IBM also recently announced that biomedical QA is a prime target for its Watson technology; see http://www-03.ibm.com/ press/us/en/pressrelease/36989.wss.
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ sources (e.g., specialised drug databases and ontologies) often need to be combined. Semantic indexing, i.e., annotating resources with concepts from established semantic taxonomies or, more generally, ontologies, provides a means to combine multiple sources and facilitates matching questions to answers. Current semantic indexing, however, is largely performed manually, and needs to be automated to cope with the vast amount of new information that becomes available daily. At the same time, both current semantic indexing and QA methods require a significant push to reach a level of quality and efficiency acceptable by biomedical experts. BIOASQ 5 , a new competition funded by the European Commission, is intended to push towards that direction: integrating efficient and effective semantic indexing and QA methods for the biomedical domain, and establishing an evaluation framework and benchmarks for biomedical QA.
Motivating Example
To illustrate the challenges that a modern biomedical QA system faces, we present below a case study, which is part of a larger scenario from the PONTE project 6 . The larger scenario, called THIRST, pertains to the design of a Clinical Trial Protocol (CTP) regarding the safety and feasibility of synthetic thyroid (TH) replacement therapy with a triiodothyronine analogue (Liotir) in patients with STElevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI), both in the acute (in-hospital period) and chronic phase (after hospital discharge) of coronary artery disease and its association with cardiac function and outcome. In addition, THIRST examines the effects of TH replacement therapy on the clinical outcome in terms of major (cardiac and non cardiac death, reinfarction) and minor (recurrence of angina, coronary revascularization, and hospital re-admission) events. During the THIRST scenario, the Principal Investigator (PI) of the CTP design formulates a "hypothesis", in effect a target to be proven, based on which a new clinical trial can potentially start. The target is "Evaluate the safety and the effects of TH treatment in patients with acute myocardial infarction". The target requires concrete answers to several questions; we show below two of the questions (Q1, Q2). The questions are produced by the PI and his/her colleagues, and in effect capture their information needs using natural language, their preferred interaction medium.
Q1
What is the role of thyroid hormones administration in the treatment of heart failure? Q2 What is the relation of thyroid hormones levels in myocardial infarction?
Unfortunately, the questions cannot be submitted directly to current bibliographic databases (e.g., PUBMED). To retrieve the scientific articles that contain the answers to the questions, the PI and his/her team have to translate the questions to collections of terms, in effect concepts from the taxonomy used by the curators of the bibliographic database (e.g., MESH headings in the case of PUBMED). The terms 5 http://www.bioasq.org/ 6 http://www.ponte-project.eu/ (concepts) that correspond to Q1 and Q2 are shown below as T1 and T2, respectively. Note that this translation process is not trivial, as the original questions may, for example, contain synonymous terms of the taxonomy's concepts. Furthermore, additional terms (concepts) may have to be added, e.g., topically related terms, hypernyms etc., to increase the recall of document retrieval (find more relevant documents) and its precision (i.e., avoid documents corresponding to different concepts, e.g., due to sense ambiguity).
T1 heart failure thyroid hormone treatment T2 myocardial infarction thyroid hormone T1 and T2 are submitted to a document retrieval engine as queries, and the engine returns a (possibly long) list of documents. Finally, the PI and his/her team have to study these documents to find snippets that contain information answering their questions. As an example of the advantages, but also of the limitations that current state-of-the-art biomedical semantic search engines offer, Figure 1 shows a screenshot from GOPUBMED, where the terms of T1 are used as MeSH filters. The user still gets 217 documents, which he/she has to read to manually extract the answer to Q1. The major advantage of such systems is, of course, their ability to filter the 21 millions of MEDLINE documents using the specified concepts, reducing the search space of the human reader to just a few hundreds, yet the engine cannot directly produce answers to questions like Q1 and Q2.
The BioASQ Challenge BIOASQ aims to push towards solutions to the problems illustrated in the previous scenario. It will set up a challenge on biomedical semantic indexing and QA, which will require the participants to semantically index content from large-scale biomedical sources (e.g., MEDLINE) and to assemble data from multiple heterogeneous sources (e.g., scientific articles, ontologies, databases) in order to compose informative answers to biomedical natural language questions. More precisely, the BIOASQ challenge will evaluate the ability of systems to perform:
• large-scale classification of biomedical documents onto ontology concepts, to automate semantic indexing,
• classification of biomedical questions on the same concepts,
• integration of relevant document snippets, database records, and information (possibly inferred) from knowledge bases, and
• delivery of the retrieved information in a concise and userunderstandable form.
Benchmarks containing development and evaluation questions and gold standard (reference) answers will be developed during the project. The gold standard answers will be produced by a team of biomedical experts from research teams around Europe. Established methodologies from QA, summarisation, and classification will be followed to produce the benchmarks and evaluate the participating systems. 
BIOASQ Methodology and Infrastructure
The biomedical bibliographic database PUBMED alone currently comprises approximately 21 million references and was growing at a rate often exceeding 20, 000 articles per week in 2011. The number and size of non-textual biomedical data sources also increase rapidly. For example, the MESH 7 thesaurus, which is used to index relevant articles, grew by 454 new descriptors (subject headings) in 2011, an increase of approximately 2%. At the same time, new specialised data sources appear, which are complementary to generic ones (e.g., LinkedCT for clinical trials, and Orphanet for rare diseases 8 ) or combine several specialized resources (e.g., BioPortal 9 ). Many of these data, along with related biomedical ontologies, are increasingly available on the Linked Open Data (LOD) network, 10 making biomedicine one of the best represented areas of LOD.
Producing sufficient and concise answers from this wealth of information is a challenging task for traditional search engines, which largely rely on term (keyword) indexing. Obtaining the required information is made even more difficult by non-standard terminology and the ambiguity of the technical terms involved. Therefore, indexing at the semantic (concept) level, rather than at the level of keywords only, is particularly important. Biomedical concept taxonomies or, more generally, ontologies are abundant and they provide concept inventories that can be used in semantic indices. Hierarchical classification algorithms (Silla and Freitas 2011) can classify documents and questions onto the concepts of these inventories, facilitating the matching of questions, documents, and also structured data (e.g., RDF triples) that already have explicit semantics based on the same concepts. Figure 2 provides an overview of the biomedical semantic indexing and QA architecture adopted by BioASQ. To the best of our knowledge, this architecture subsumes all the existing relevant approaches, but no single existing biomedical search system currently instantiates all the components of the architecture. Hence, the architecture can be seen as a broader description of the future systems that BioASQ hopes to push towards. Starting with a variety of data sources (lower right corner of the figure), semantic indexing and integration brings the data into a form that can be used to respond effectively to domain-specific questions. A semantic QA system associates ontology concepts with each question and uses the semantic index of the data to retrieve the relevant pieces of information. The retrieved information is then turned into a concise user-understandable form, which may be, for example, a ranked list of candidate answers (e.g., in factoid questions, like "What are the physiological manifestations of disorder Y ?") or a collection of text snippets, ideally forming a coherent summary (e.g., in "What is known about the metabolism of drug Z?").
BIOASQ Tasks
BIOASQ will run for 24 months, from October 2012. Within this period it will organise two challenges (which can also be thought of as two editions of a single challenge) on largescale biomedical semantic indexing and QA. The first challenge will comprise two tasks: Task 1a: Large-scale biomedical semantic indexing This task will be based on the standard process followed by PUBMED curators, who manually index biomedical articles. The participants will be asked to classify new abstracts, written in English, as they become available online, before PUBMED curators annotate (in effect, classify) them manually; at any point in time there is usually a backlog of approximately 10, 000 non-annotated abstracts. The classes (concepts) will come from MeSH; they will be the subject headings currently used to manually index the abstracts. As new manual annotations become available, they will be used to evaluate the classification performance of participating systems (which will classify articles before they are manually annotated) using standard IR measures (e.g., precision, recall, accuracy), as well as hierarchical variants of them (Brucker, Benites, and Sapozhnikova 2011) . The participants will be able to train their classifiers, using the whole history of manually annotated abstracts.
Task 1b: Introductory biomedical semantic QA This task aims to be an introductory step towards biomedical semantic QA for state-of-the-art generic IR and QA systems. It will be based on benchmarks created specifically for BIOASQ with the help of biomedical experts. The task will take place in two phases:
Annotate questions, retrieve relevant snippets and triples. In the first phase of Task 1b, the participants will be provided with questions written in English and will be asked to (i) semantically annotate the questions with concepts from a particular set of ontologies (from the LOD cloud), and (ii) retrieve data (text snippets from PUBMED articles written in English, knowledge base triples, etc.) that are relevant to the questions (possibly as revealed by the semantic annotations of Task 1a and the semantic annotations of the questions) from designated sources. The system responses will be compared against gold responses provided by the human experts, using standard IR measures.
Find and report answers. In the second phase of Task 1b, the questions and gold responses of the first phase will be provided as input and the participants will be asked to report answers found in the input snippets and triples. In effect, this phase assumes a perfect first-phase system, which is available to obtain relevant snippets and triples. The competing systems will be required to output ranked lists of candidate answers (e.g., names or numbers) in the case of factoid questions, or sets of text snippets and/or triples in the case of questions that ask for summaries. The answers of the systems will be compared against gold answers constructed by biomedical experts, using evaluation measures from QA and summarisation, such as mean reciprocal rank (Voorhees 2001) , ROUGE (Lin 2004) , Basic Elements (Tratz and Hovy 2008) , and other automatic summary evaluation measures (Giannakopoulos et al. 2009 ). Systems that opt to provide partial responses (e.g., report only triples and no snippets) will be evaluated partially.
Task 2a: Large-scale biomedical semantic indexing This task will be the same as Task 1a, improved according to the feedback that will have been collected. Task 2b: Biomedical semantic QA This task aims to combine the two phases of Task 1b. The participants will be provided with a fresh set of questions and will be asked to (i) annotate them with concepts and retrieve relevant data (snippets and triples) from designated sources, as in the first phase of Task 1b; and (ii) find and report answers, as in the second phase of Task 1b, but now without assuming that a perfect first-phase system is available to obtain relevant snippets and triples, i.e., no gold responses for (i) will be provided. Again, systems that opt to provide partial responses will be evaluated partially.
Related Previous Competitions
Since the late 1990s, QA research has benefited significantly from competitions organised in the context of large conferences, such as the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) (Voorhees and Harman 2005) . 11 TREC's QA track (Voorhees 2001) initially focused mostly on factoid questions. More recent research, however, has also explored questions that ideally require a summary of the most important information from a set of relevant documents, gradually bringing QA for document collections closer to text summarisation. This trend is also evident in the Text Analysis Conference (TAC), which has included challenge tasks such Track Description
Last ran in Medical Records
Promoting research on content-based access to free-text fields of electronic medical records.
TREC2011
Chemical IR Promoting chemical IR. The datasets comprise over 100, 000 full-text chemical patents and 45, 000 research papers (Lupu et al. 2009 Currently multi-document topic-based summarisation of newswire articles, with predefined categories of topics; and tasks for automated evaluation of summaries.
TAC2011
Knowledge population
Discovering information about named entities in corpora, and adding the discovered information into knowledge bases.
Recognising Textual entailment
Recognising if a sentence from a document entails a given hypothesis, or if a document entails a knowledge-base relation.
QA track QA for document collections, with a focus on opinion questions. TAC2008 Table 1 : Related TREC and TAC tracks that ran in the past.
as query-focused (or topic-based) summarisation. 12 Table 1 lists some of the most relevant current and previous TREC and TAC tracks.
As already noted, the semantic indexing task of BIOASQ will ask for documents and questions to be annotated with concepts from biomedical hierarchies. The following hierarchical classification challenges are, hence, also relevant:
• The Large Scale Hierarchical Text Classification challenges (LSHTC) (Kosmopoulos et al. 2010) , which were organised by members of the BIOASQ consortium, provided benchmarks (based on Wikipedia and the DMOZ Open Directory Project), as well as a common evaluation framework for hierarchical classifiers.
13
• JRS data mining competition: A competition on topical classification of biomedical articles, based on MESH concepts automatically assigned to articles by the organisers.
14 Finally, the Special Interest Group on Biomedical Natural Language Processing (SIGBIOMED) of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) organises the BioNLP annual workshops, which focus mostly on information extraction from biomedical documents (e.g., recognising named entities, particular relations between named entities, or biological events mentioned in scientific articles). Overall, although there have been several competitions relevant to BIOASQ, which required searching large-scale document collections or structured datasets, question answering or text summarisation, and hierarchical classification or semantic indexing, very few of them were directly concerned with biomedical data. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous competitions required participants to answer biomedical natural language questions by searching in both structured data (e.g., databases, ontologies, and the LOD cloud) and unstructured data (e.g., biomedical articles), and none of them pushed at the same time towards matching questions to answers at the conceptual level. Several research organizations and companies that are active in areas directly relevant to BioASQ have already stated their intent to participate in the BioASQ challenges.
Summary
We have provided an overview of BioASQ, a new challenge on biomedical semantic indexing and QA. We have highlighted the problems that biomedical workers face when attempting to obtain information from multiple, extremely large and fast-growing sources. BioASQ aims to push towards systems that will allow biomedical workers to express their information needs in natural language and that will return concise and user-understandable answers by combining information from multiple sources of different kinds, includ-ing biomedical articles, databases, and ontologies. We have also highlighted a broad semantic indexing and QA architecture that BioASQ adopts. The architecture subsumes current relevant approaches, even though no current system instantiates all of its components. Hence, the architecture can also be seen as our view of how work in the fields of information retrieval, hierarchical classification, question answering, ontologies, and linked data can be combined, extended, and applied to biomedical question answering. BioASQ encourages participants to adopt semantic indexing as a means of combining multiple information sources and facilitating the matching of questions to answers. Participants, however, may choose to take part in all or only a subset of BioASQ's challenges, in effect instantiating all or only particular components of BioASQ's architecture. BioASQ will develop publicly available benchmarks and it will adopt and possibly refine existing evaluation measures. The evaluation infrastructure of the competition, including web services that organizations will be able to use to evaluate their systems, will remain publicly available beyond the end of BioASQ.
